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Summary
Primary tumours of the first rib remains a rarity, but the diagnosis and the surgical approach are quite challenging because of the anatomical difficulties in approaching it and the closeness of subclavian vessels. The anterior transmanubrial approach gives an excellent exposure, especially when approaching the anterior part of the first rib. Diagnosis quite often can be approved just by the histo–pathological examination of the resected specimen. We describe the management of such a case, when diagnosis of fibrous dysplasia was confirmed postoperatively.
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AIM OF THE DEMONSTRATION
The aim of this demonstration is to show the transmanubrial anterior approach we used for the resection of the first rib in the patient with the preoperatively unknown lesion.

CASE REPORT
A thirty two year–old female patient had complaints of discomfort in the right shoulder and the apex of chest for about one year period. CXR and CT performed on the ambulatory basis revealed the enlargement and the change in the structure of the first rib on the right (Fig.1). The patient was sent to our clinic with the suspicion of tumour for the evaluation for a surgical treatment. On the contrasted CT examination we revealed that the anterior portion of the first rib on the right was enlarged with cystic changes in its structure, but well conturated and the subclavian vessels were not involved in the process (Fig.2, 3). The diagnosis of the fibrous dysplasia was suspected, but the possibility of a tumour could not be excluded. We decided to perform a surgical resection by the anterior transmanubrial approach as described by Grunnenwald (3) for better visualisation and controlling of subclavian vessels. It is made by a L–shaped incision on the neck anteriorly of a sternocleidoid muscle curving over the manubrium of sternum towards the upper part of the chest wall bellow the clavicle in the level of the first intercostal space. The L–shaped section of the manubrium allows us to leave the clavicle and the claviculoc–sternal joint intact in the contrary to other transclavicular approaches (Fig.). The pathological examination of the resected rib confirmed the diagnosis of the fibrous dysplasia of the rib (Fig.5, 6).

DISCUSSION
There are different approaches used for approaching the thoracic inlet which is presented with surgically challenging anatomical structures (1, 5, 6). The classical postero–lateral thoracotomy approach described by Paulson is recommended for the posterior part of the thoracic inlet. It is possible to resect the first rib by transaxillary approach or even by VATS approach (2) as described by some authors for the treatment of thoracic outlet syndrome. However for the problems in the anterior part of the thoracic inlet different anterior approaches are recomended. The most aggressive is hemi–Clamshell approach which gives an excellent exposure, but it is very aggressive and traumatising. Different modifications of transclavicular approaches are offered, but all of them influence the upper girdle function and leave the pain in the shoulder (1, 5, 6). The transmanubrial approach with a L–shape incision of the manubrial part of sternum provides quite a good visualisation of the subclavian vessels, but leaves intact a sternoclavicular joint. Therefore it presents advantages in cosmetics and the functional ability of a shoulder (2, 3, 5).

The diagnosis of the fibrous dysplasia is mostly made on the basis of CT examination and surgical treatment is not even necessary, especially if a patient is asymptomatic. The fibrous dysplasia is a non–neoplastic lesion what is characterized by fibrous replacement of the medullary cavity of the rib and mostly presented as a solitary lesion. It equally affects both sexes. If symptoms occur or no malignancy can be excluded, the surgical excision is recommended (6).
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Fig. 1. The chest X-ray on the presentation showing the enlargement of the first rib on the right

Fig. 2. The computed tomography in 3D reconstruction
Fig. 3. More closer view of the contrasted CT reconstruction showing the intact subclavian artery and small additional branches from it to the affected part of the first rib.

Fig. 4. The chest X-ray after the operation showing the absence of the affected anterior part of the first rib on the right and steel sutures in the place of the reattached manubrial part of sternum.

Fig. 5. The histo-pathological examination of the resected rib showing the proliferation of fibrous tissue replacing bony tissue [HE stain; 100x magnification]
- blue arrow – bone;
- green arrow – fibrous tissue;
- black arrow – perivascular lymphocitary infiltrate;

Fig. 6. The immuno-histo-chemical examination [Ki-67 stain; 400x magnification] showing low proliferative activity of cells.